Arise and hail the sacred day

Men

A. 6

S. 5

A. 5

A rise and hail the sacred day, cast all your cares, your cares away,

A rise and hail the sacred day, cast all your cares, your cares away, cast all your cares, your cares away,

A rise and hail the sacred day, cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner cares away cast all your cares, your cares away and thoughts of meaner

Optional repeat

This day to cure thy earthly woes, this day to cure thy earthly woes the things.

This day to cure thy earthly woes, this day to cure thy earthly woes the things.

This day to cure thy earthly woes, this day to cure thy earthly woes the things.

This day to cure thy earthly woes, this day to cure thy earthly woes the things.
2. If angels on the sacred morn
   The Son of righteousness was born
   Pour'd forth their seraph songs;
   How should all people then on earth
   Triumph in honour of his birth,
   The praise to him belongs.

3. Then let us with the angels join
   And praise his glorious name divine
   With alleluias high;
   With endless thanks to God above
   In showing forth his boundless love
   To all eternity.
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